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    (function(d, w, c) {
        w.BrevoConversationsID = '63355e841001471ddb13765a';
        w[c] = w[c] || function() {
            (w[c].q = w[c].q || []).push(arguments);
        };
        var s = d.createElement('script');
        s.async = true;
        s.src = 'https://conversations-widget.brevo.com/brevo-conversations.js';
        if (d.head) d.head.appendChild(s);
    })(document, window, 'BrevoConversations');
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                                            About Lenses â€“ Seminar with Lawrence Sher, ASC at CAMERIMAGE 2023
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                            Evolution 2X, the new adaption of the legend KOWA anamorphic lenses will have a new look soon.

 "Our Evolution 2X anamorphic lenses are a great success throughout the last few years. As we believe in the S35 format as a strong narrative, we decided to develop an updated mechanic and give the lenses a more modern physical layout with an epic touch", says managing director Gerhard Baier.  

Estimated delivery starts from the second half of 2023!
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  window.REQUIRED_CODE_ERROR_MESSAGE = 'WÃ¤hlen Sie bitte einen LÃ¤ndervorwahl aus.';
  window.LOCALE = 'en';
  window.EMAIL_INVALID_MESSAGE = window.SMS_INVALID_MESSAGE = "The information entered is not valid. Please check the field format and try again.";

  window.REQUIRED_ERROR_MESSAGE = "This field cannot be empty. ";

  window.GENERIC_INVALID_MESSAGE = "The information entered is not valid. Please check the field format and try again.";




  window.translation = {
    common: {
      selectedList: '{quantity} Liste ausgewÃ¤hlt',
      selectedLists: '{quantity} Listen ausgewÃ¤hlt'
    }
  };

  var AUTOHIDE = Boolean(0);
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